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Given two control systems where the control enters linearly, a sufhcient 
condition is derived that one system locaily approximates the other, i.e., 
there exists a map between the state spaces which carries the trajectory of the 
first system for any control into the trajectory of the second system for the 
same control with an error that grows like a power oft. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the two controI systems 
and 
it = Lqx, u) = i U&(X), 
i=o 
x(0) = x0, u(t) E f2, 
j = j(Y, u> = 2 %MY)> 
i=O 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
where x = (xx ,..., x,), y = (yx ,.-., ~3, ~~(4 ,... ,4.x>, ho,..-, MY) are 
Cm vector fields, u(t) = (uo(t),..., u,(t)) is a measurable control and 
L? = (24 : 1 U* j < 1, i = 0 )...) h). 
We intend to give a sufficient condition for the existence of a Cm map, 
A: x I-+ y, an integer, p, and real numbers, M and T 3 0, such that for any 
solutions, x(t) and y(t), of (1.1) (1.2) corresponding to the same control, we 
have 
I qx(t)) - y(t)1 < &fwl (1.3) 
for t E [0, T]. Notice that this implies a similar result for the subsystem of 
(1.1) and (1.2) obtained by constraining u,(t) to be identically 1. 
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This paper is an extension of our earlier work [l], which gave necessary 
and sufficient conditions for A(x(t)) = y(t) for small t. That result has been 
extended by Sussmann [Z]. We conjecture that our sufficient conditions is 
also necessary. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
If q(x), aj(x) are m-dimensional vector fields, we define the Lie bracket, 
[ai , a,](x) another m-dimensional vector field by 
[a, , aJ(x) = 2 (x) at(x) - 2 (8) aj(x) wt 
where (aa,/ax)(x) is the matrix of partial derivatives. 
Let (t, X) + c+( t)x denote theJEow or fanairy of integral curwes of ai( that is, 
f a((t)x = ai(oli(t)x), 
ari(0)X = x. 
(2.2) 
A more standard notation is q(t, z) since q(t) is not a linear operator on x 
but we will be concatenating these flows and so q(t)x will be more convenient. 
For fixed t, the map x ++ a((-t)x is a diffeomorphism from a neighborhood 
of a*(t) x0 onto a neighborhood of x0 and has a tangent map denoted by 
aii( - t)* . The derivative of the vector valued curve t I-+ q( - t)* a$(q(t) x0) at 
t = 0 is [ai, ai]( [3, p. 171. Therefore the Taylor series of this curve is 
given by the Campbell-Baker-HausdorfJ formula, 
a{(--t)*aj(ai(t) 9) = k$o G ad”(a,) ai + Q(t’*l) 
where 
ado aj = aj and Adrian) a3 = [ai , ad”-l(aJ aj]. (2.4) 
The order of a bracket of a, ,..,, ah is defined as follows: a; is of order 1, 
[ai, aj] is of order 2 and in general [a,l[...[atb-l , ad,]...]] is of order k. A linear 
map I: W + UP preserwes brackets of (1 .I) and (1.2) to order p if 
W,[-* [atmel , aik PllV’)> = &,E-- [b++, , &,I --AIL G5) 
for 1 < k < y, 0 < ii < h. 
A Cm map h : x I--+ y preserwes ~o~uti~ of (1.1) and (1.2) to order p if thexe 
exists a T > 0 and M such that for any solutions, x(t) and y(t), of (1 .l) and 
(1.2) using the same control, we have 
I ~(~(t)} - r(t)1 G A@- (24 
for t E [0, TJ. 
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The rank of (1.1) t a ~0 is the dimension of the span of a, ,. .., Q~ and their 
brackets evaluated at SC0 . Henceforth we shall assume that the rank of (1.1) 
at x0 is m, if this is not true then possibly the system (1.1) can be restricted to a 
submanifold of x space where this rank condition will hold (see [l]). 
THEOREM. If there exists a linear map 1: W -+ (wn which preserves brackets 
of (1.1) and (1.2) to order TV then there exists a Cm map A: [w”’ + W which 
preserves solutions of (1.1) and (I .2) to order p. 
3. BOUNDS ON x(t) AND k(x,u) 
Before proving this theorem it is necessary to obtain uniform bounds on 
x(t) and f(x, u). These are most conveniently expressed after a change of 
coordinates. To define the new coordinates we choose from a, ,..., ah 
a maximal set of vector fields which are linearly independent at x0, relabeling 
them cr ,..., cj . From the brackets of order 2 of a, ,..., ah , we choose a maxi- 
mal set of vector fields, relabeled ci+r ,..., ck , such that c, ,. . ., ck are linearly 
independent at x0 . Continuing on in this fashion eventually, because of the 
rank assumption, we obtain a set of vector fields cr ,..., c, which are linearly 
independent at x0 and hence span UP. Let 6’(i) denote the order of ci ; from 
the way these vector fields were chosen any bracket of a, ,..., a,, of order q~ 
is a linear combination at x0 of {ci(xo): O(i) < cp>. 
Let (t, x) H ai(t)x be the flow of ci and s = (sr ,..., s,,J. Define a map 
s E+ x(s) by 
x(s) = cq)&J ... al&) x0. (3.1) 
Since ax/&(O) = ci(9), this map has an inverse x H s(x) defined in some 
compact neighborhood, B, of x0. In this neighborhood, sr ,..., s,,, are 
coordinates. Under this change of coordinates (1.1) becomes 
s == S(s, u) = g (x(s)) 5 u,a,(x(s)). 
i=O 
(3.2) 
Let 1 s 1 = max{l sr I,..., 1 s, I} and choose M, N such that if / s 1 < M 
then x(s) E B and j S(s, u)I < N f or all u E Q. Let T = M/N. Any solution, 
s(t), of (3.2) satisfies 
I +)I < NtnTt, for t E [0, T]. (3.3) 
Because of the special character of the s coordinates a stronger conclusion can 
be reached, namely that for any solution of (3.2), 
/ s{(t)] < Azt~(+l and 1 si(t)l < MP) (3.4) 
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for some new constant M and for t E [0, T]. This is shown by an inductive 
argument. 
The core of the argument is to demonstrate that if for t E [0, T] and 
for some M and v > 1 then for some N 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
Once this is shown then any solution, s(t), of (3.2) satisfies (3.3) and hence 
(3.5) with v = 2. This implies (3.6) which, when integrated, yields (3.5) 
with v = 3, and so on until (3.4) is demonstrated. Of course the constants 
M and N are constantly changing during the argument but the interval 
[0, T] remains fixed. 
To show that (3.5) implies (3.6) we p roceed by induction on v, starting with 
v = 1. If 1 s 1 < M, then by compactness there exists N such that 
1 S(s, u)l < N. Assume (3.5) implies (3.6) up to v - 1 so that for every M 
there exists an N such that if for t E [0, T] and 
then 
(3.8) 
For some M assume (3.5). The unit vector in si direction at x(s) is given in the 
x coordinate system by 
g (4 = 44* ..* %+1(%+1)*CiM%) *-- or,(%) x0) (3.9) 
and S(S, U) in the x coordinate system is given by (1 .l). The coefficients of 
(1.1) in terms of (3.9) for i = I,.. ., m are precisely S,(s, U) ,..., Sm(s, u). 
Let go(s, u) and gi(s) denote the pull backs of (1.1) and (3.9) to x0 by means 
of the linear isomorphism ~r(-si)* ... a,(---s,)* . Then 
go(s, u)- ,(&<, h(s, 4giw = e(;>” us, 4 gd4 , 
(3.10) 
Since ci(xO),..., cm(~) form a basis, there exists functions ui(s, u),..., a,(~, u), 
linear in u such that 
go@, 4 - 1 qs, 4&(S) = f U,(S, u)Ci(9). (3.11) 
8(i)<v i=l 
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Together they yield 
(3.12) 
and subtracting &cijaV &(s, U) ci(xO) from both sides we have 
,(& 4(5 4(&(S) - 4X”)) 
/ 
= B(;<” 4, u) 4x”) + B(;>” (45 4 - 4(% 4) %(X0)* (3.13) 
/ 
Since ~(9”) is precisely the constant term in the Taylor series of gi(s) given 
by repeated application of the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula, then 
(3.5) implies that for some N and t E [0, T] 
I g,(s) - Ci(4l < m. (3.14) 
This, together with (3.8), implies that for some N 
1 e;>“4(s, 4(&(4 - 4x”))/ < M-l (3.15) 
/ 
for all u E Sz. Since cr(xO),..., cm(~) are linearly independent, applying (3.15) 
to (3.13) yields for some new N, 
j q(s, 24) - S&, u)l < ivr-1 (3.16) 
for all u E 8 and e(i) 3 V. Therefore (3.6) follows from (3.8) and (3.16) if 
I a&, u)I < m--l, B(i) 3 V. (3.17) 
Expanding g,(s, U) and gi(s, u) in a power series by repeated application of 
the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula, we have 
go+, 4 = $ ui ($, E ~~4(4) 
i=O 1 
. . . (3.18) 
and 
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Since a, is of order 1, the coefficient of a bracket of order v < p in (3.18) is 
the sum of monomials of the form Kr, . .. s ... s, where K, TP rl ‘.‘T is a 
constant and 8(r,) + ... + O(r,) = p - 1. Because s :atisfies (3.5, w’e can 
conclude that there exists an N such that the coefficient is bounded by 
Ntm-l, if 1 < 91 < v, and by Nt+l, if v + 1 < v < CL. There are only a 
finite number of brackets of order < p and u enters linearly so an N can be 
found which works for all brackets in (3.18) and all u E Q. 
Similarly, since ci is of order e(i), there exists a new N such that the coeffi- 
cient of a bracket of oder q in (3.19) is bounded by Nta-e(i), if O(i) < v < 
v + O(i) - 1 and by Ntv-l, if Y + O(i) < p < CL. By the induction hypothesis, 
(3.8), and the above remarks we see that the coefficient of a bracket of order v 
in the series expansion of the left side of (3.11) is bounded by Nto--l, if 
1 < q < v and by Ntv-l, if v + 1 < v < CL. 
Since each bracket of order g, is a linear combination at xs of (ci(ti): f?(i) < q} 
we conclude that 
(3.18) 
as was desired. 
4. Proof. Having verified (3.4) we proceed with the proof of the theorem. 
Each cj is of the form [a,,[..~[~~~-~, ai,]...]], so let 
If (t, y) t+ &(t)y is the flow of dj , define y(s) = &(s,,J .** B(Qy” and 
X(x) = y(s(x)) for s E B. 
The tangent map, X * = ay/ax, maps tangent vectors at x(s) to tangent 
vectors sty(s) and in particular 
A tangent vector at x(s) can be pulled back to a tangent vector at x0 by 
d-s1)* ... arn(-s,)* then mapped into a tangent vector at y” by the linear 
map 1 and finally pulled out to a tangent vector at y(s) by &(s~)* ... &(sl)* . 
Let z denote this map 
* = B&n)* ... B&d* h--sJ* ... %d--sm)* * (4.2) 
The two maps X, and 7 are almost the same in the following sense, if for 
some M 
for i = I,..., m (4.3) 
then for some N 
A, $ (s) - r $ (s) 6 Ntu-@ti)+l. 
z z 
(4.4) 
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This can be easily shown by comparing the Taylor series of 
W+J* .** a,(--s,)* ax/as~ 
with the Taylor series of /3i(--s1)* ... j$&sm)* ay/as, using the assumption 
that 1 preserves brackets to order p and noting that the coefficient of a bracket 
of order 9 in both these series is bounded by Mw-~~). Then use the fact that 
s(B) is compact to obtain a bound on the norms of the linear maps 
/%&J* -** Md* for s Es(B). 
If x(t) is the solution of (1.1) for u(t) and s(t) = s(x(t)) then 
where s(t) and S(t) satisfy (3.4). Therefore 
I QW - 44I = 1 Fl t(t) (A, 2 (s(t)) - r g (#))I G mu (4.6) 
for some M and t E [0, T]. 
Next we show that 
1 z- %iO %W dw - $ w w(w)l G Mt”, (4.7) 
for some M by comparing the Taylor series of 
~4-~1~* **- 4--%I)* C%(t) &(t)) 
and /M-d* ... &hm>* C W UYMW once again using the assumption 
that 1 preserves brackets to order p, noting that the coefficient of a bracket of 
order 91, in both these series, is bounded by Ntq-l and bounding the norms 
of Bm(bJ * ..a a(sr), . From (4.6) and (4.7) we have 
/ A* %g w 4w - go w wwN)l G &fP* (4.8) 
Now let y(t) be the solution of (1.2) for u(t), then 
I 44tN - r(t)1 G Jb’ 1 As i. Q> 444) - how h(r(~Nl dr 
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The first integral is bounded by Mt ~+l from (4.8); as for the second, since 
each b,(y) satisfies a Lipschitz condition on the compact set, h(B), we can 
find an N such that for all u E G, 
11 ui(b,(r’> - UY’))~ G N I y1 - y2 I. (4.10) 
Hence (4.9) becomes 
I 4x(t)) - r(t)1 < L+w+l + N Lt I 434) - ~(41 dT. (4.11) 
Choose K such that K 3 N and Ku+2 3 (p + l)!M and let 
f(t) = lot IG(T)) - ~(41 dT- (4.12) 
Then 
f ‘W G Ku+2 (P + l)! 
t“+l + Kf (t). (4.13) 
By a standard comparison theorem [4, p. 251, f(t) < g(t) where g(t) is the 
solution of 
.a) = Ku+2 tu+l + Kg(t) 
(P + 1Y 
satisfyingg(0) = f (0) = 0. The solution of (4.14) is 
(4.14) 
‘+’ (Kt)j 
g(t) = eKt - 1 jl = i(,Kt)j 
j&j . j=rr+2 /! 
(4.15) 
and so 
I Wt)) - r(t)1 = f’(t) G (pK;+;), t”+l + Kf (t) 
<--- Ku+2 tu+1 + Kg(t) 
(P + 1Y 
< K f y < Mt”+l 
j=u+l * 
for some new M and t E [0, T]. Q.E.D. 
5. CONCLUSION 
This theorem points out that the Lie brackets of a, ,..., ah evaluated at x’J 
determine the local behavior of (1.1) in the same fashion as the partial deri- 
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vatives of a function determine its local behavior. More precisely, the linear 
relationships between these brackets determine the local behavior of (1.1) up 
to an affine transformation of x space. Furthermore, (1.1) approximately 
covers (1.2) if the low order brackets of (1.2) evaluated at y” have all the linear 
relations that the low order brackets of (1.1) at x0 have. This allows us to 
construct a system of lower dimension locally approximating (1.1) by intro- 
ducing linear relations among the brackets of (1.1). 
Inequality (3.4) is of independent interest for it gives bounds on the set of 
points locally accessible from x0. 
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